
RING SCANNER 8670
Freedom of movement for both hands
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SPECIFICATION

General

Type 3-year warranty

Service and support Limited warranty - 3 years

Service and support

Min. operating temperature -20 °C

Max. operating temperature 50 °C

Humidity during operation 0 - 95 % (non-condensing)

Environmental parameters

Width 5 cm

Depth 3 cm

Height 3 cm

Dimensions and weight

Cable included Power Cord, 1,8 m, EU, black

Cable included USB, 3 m, straight

Accessories included

Connectivity Wireless

Put-in unit

Type Barcode scanner

Form factor Wearable

Colour category Grey, black

Sensor resolution 844 x 640

OK message LED indicator, Audible signal, vibration

Shock resistance 1.5 m to concrete surface

TTL decoding Decoded

PCS (Print Contrast Signal) 20%

Skew (degrees) 60

Inclination (degrees) 45

Minimum barcode width 5 mm

Agency approvals Bluetooth Class 2, IP54

Scanner

Technology Lithium ion

Battery 

Ring Scanner 8670 
A wearable ring scanner simplifies and improves day to day 
work. Worn on the finger, this wireless barcode reader is 
always available and frees up both hands to pick products. 
Efficiency is increased and the operator has greater freedom of 
action. The ring scanner is light and comfortable to wear, reducing 
 stresses compared to using a hand held during long work shifts.

With a ring scanner, you get both a good ergonomic solution and a high 
level of reliability when acknowledging components, storage locations, and 
orders. It replaces acknowledgement at the lift and can be used for both 
put-ins and take-outs. Scanner reading requires control using WMS or ERP.

Manufacturer Honeywell

Model 8670 Bluetooth Ring Scanner

Compatibility PC

Pack quantity 1

Item no. FSCAN-LXE8670 ack. assy. and put-in assy.

Complete ring scanner configure for put-in or acknowledgement. 
Supplied complete with batter charger (approx. 8 days on a single 
charge), power adapter, and power cable. 




